COLLAGE TEASER 4: TWO FABRIC SQUARES FROM THAILAND

The Medical Women’s International Association (MWIA) has introduced an innovative and inclusive initiative as part of her Centennial celebration taking place in New York in July 2019. Each of our National Associations will be submitting a fabric square that is unique to their country. These will be joined together to form part of a fabric collage as a symbol of the unity in our diversity. Each designed fabric will have a special place in this harmony of diverse colors and patterns.

We are pleased to share with you two fabric square submissions from Thailand. One is a Thai style tapestry of the centennial logo on ivory - white Thai silk. It is beautifully crafted and we have decided to make it the central piece of the collage. The second design is also made of silk and shows the emblem of the Thai Medical Women's Association (TMWA) representing the medical torch under the queen’s crown.
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The Thai Medical Women’s Association
Under the Royal Patronage of Her Majesty Queen Sarikit.

TMWA Emblem Symbolizes
The medical torch under Queen’s Crown.